
Safe on your way to work 

Travelling together for business purposes will be permitted 
under the following conditions from 1st July. These conditions 
apply to both travelling in a company van, as well as any 
possible car pooling in a private car. 
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Administration Health Check Non-medical face mask 

Extra cleaning Keep your distance Wash hands Sufficient PPE 

It’s important to be able to find out 
who travelled together. This will 
ensure you can quickly find out who 
else could possibly be infected if 
someone is diagnosed. Check to see 
whether the vehicle’s logbook is set 
up for this. Save the data for the 
GGD’s source and contact 
investigation for 2 weeks. The Dutch 
Data Protection Authority advises 
keeping this type of data for 14 days. 

Complete a health check when 
getting into the vehicle. Ask whether 
the colleague is suffering from any 
(mild) symptoms like: 

• a sore throat, runny nose, 
coughing or sneezing 

• sudden shortness of breath, loss 
of taste and smell 

• fever/raised temperature above 
38°C 

If a colleague has started displaying 
symptoms, he must stay at home 
and arrange to be tested via the 
GGD: 0800 - 1202. 

Travelling together is permitted 
again following a negative test result. 
If the test is positive, you won’t be 
able to travel together for a minimum 
of 7 days and until you have been 

symptom-free for 24 hours. 

A face mask is not required if you 
are travelling with one other person. 
However, everyone must wear a 
clean face mask if you’re travelling 
with more than two people. If 
necessary, you can wear a face 
mask in indoor areas if a distance of 
1.5 meters can’t be maintained. 

Dispose of disposable face masks 
after 1 use. Store reusable masks in 
a bag after use and wash these in 
the washing machine at home. You 
can subsequently use them again 
once. 

Washing instructions. 

Subject any controls 
(steering wheel, gear 
lever, door handle, 
touchscreen, etc) to extra 
cleaning with a good 
degreasing cleaning 
product (eg cleaning 
wipes). 

Please be mindful of 
keeping a 1.5 meter 
distance when outside of 
the van. Be considerate of 
other people’s requests. 

Regularly wash your 
hands with soap and 
water. Minimally: 

• upon arrival and 
departure 

• before and after visiting 
the toilet 

• before and after 
restocking materials 
and during workplace 
visits 

Check whether you have 
sufficient PPE and 
cleaning materials to last 
the entire working day. 

1.5 metres 
continues to be a 
safe distance 


